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Abstract

The aim of this demonstration is to present the ongoing
performance of our R. and D. watermarking scheme soft-
ware. The proposed illustrations cover a large panel of
original images (in grey levels and colors), signatures and
attacks. Evaluation is performed according to ratio, vis-
ibility and robustness. All the results (excepting Stirmark
cracker) are obtained using a full blind extraction, in other
words the extraction step requires neither the original im-
age nor the signature itself.

1 Introduction

Security has recently become a necessary component of
commercial multimedia applications which provide access
to images through public channels. Many different types of
services are required including privacy, copyright and au-
thentication services. Over the past few years, Watermark-
ing has emerged as the leading candidate to solve problems
for still images (See table 1). We propose to present pre-
liminary results obtained in the field of watermarking for
owner, users or content authentication using a original ap-
proach [6], derived from a basic data hiding algorithm [5]
which exploits the properties of the fractal transform.

2 Review of watermarking

Figure 1 summarizes the general watermarking setup and
its main challenges. An owner would like to protect his
image rights. In that respect, he adds a watermark in the
image (hopefully) without introducing any visual degrada-
tion. When needed, he would like to prove his ownership of
the image, by retrieving his watermark (in spite of possible
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Figure 1. Basic scheme of watermarking

modifications of the image) [10, 8]. Three aspects have to
be considered:

� ratio between the information contained in the water-
mark and that of the image;

� image degradation due to watermarking;

� robustness to ”non-destructive” attacks.

3 Preliminary results and proposed demon-
stration

According to the previous criteria, preliminary results
obtained using our approach are very promising. The degra-
dation due to watermarking is almost invisible. The mark
can include up to roughly a thousand bits, representing ei-
ther a plain text such as ”IEEE” or the visual logo of a com-
pany. All preliminary tests consistently showed that the wa-
termarking process defeats many (non-destructive) attacks.
Samples of such tests are given in table 2. To the best of our
knowledge [7, 9], the proposed approach outperforms all
publically available products [3, 2] or published techniques
[1, 11, 4], in terms of trade-off between the amount of infor-
mation to hide (typically restricted to 64 bits), the visibility
of the watermark (subjectively measured) and the robust-
ness (algorithms are typically robust to Jpeg for a quality
factor of 50, but not to unZign transform, Flip operations,



Year 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998
Publications 2 2 4 13 29 64 103

Table 1. Number of publications during the past few years according to INSPEC January 1999

etc.), and which do not require use of any original informa-
tion for watermark retrieval (that is to say: full blind ex-
traction), except for Stirmark, for which a semi blind ex-
traction mode has still been required until now. During
the demonstration, we will show a large variety of origi-
nal images and marks of different sizes, watermarked im-
ages (in order to evaluate the visibility) and then corrupted-
watermarked images (in order to present the robustness of
our algorithm). Moreover, our demonstration will also in-
clude preliminary results regarding image authentication. In
particular, we show how Eurecom’s watermarking scheme
can be efficiently used to detect and locate corrupted regions
in an image.
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Attack Type of Water-
mark

Type of Image Recovered Sig-
nature

Jpeg Q40% ascii : ”Eurecom” Lena 512� 512,
256 grey levels

”Eurecom”

Jpeg Q40% ascii : ”IEEE” US Airforce jet
512�512, 24 bit
colors

“IEEE”

Slight rotation
0.7 degree

ascii : ”Lena” Lena 512�512,
256 grey levels

”Lena”

Horizontal shift
7 pixels

Eurecom’s binary
logo 4096 bits

Fruit 512�512,
24 bit colors

logo recovered

Crop 10% Eurecom’s binary
logo 4096 bits

Fruit 512�512,
24 bit colors

logo recovered

Flip (miror ef-
fect)

Eurecom’s binary
logo 4096 bits

Fruit 512�512,
24 bit colors

logo recovered

Horizontal
stretch 105 %

random sequence
900 bits

House 256�256,
24 bit colors

97 % bits recov-
ered

Tilt (or skew)
horizontal 1 de-
gree

random sequence
900 bits

House 256�256,
24 bit colors

82 % bits recov-
ered

Printing &
Scanning colors
600dpi

ascii : ”Eurecom” Fruit 512�512,
24 bit colors

“Eurecom”

Printing & Scan-
ning grey levels
1200 dpi

ascii : ”Eurecom” Fruit 512�512,
24 bit colors

“Eurecom”

RAW2GIF con-
version

random sequence
900 bits

Fruit 512�512,
24 bit colors

74 % bits recov-
ered

Unzign cracker ascii : ”Eurecom” US Airforce jet
512�512, 24 bit
colors

“Eurecom”

Stirmark cracker ascii : ”Eurecom” Fruit 512�512,
24 bit colors

“Eurecom”

Table 2. Some test examples of the Eurecom’s water-
marking scheme browsing numerous attacks, water-
marks and several images


